[Dependence of the mouse inferior colliculus neurons activity on position and direction of movement of the spectral contrast].
Response variability of the single neurons of the inferior colliculus of mouse (Mus musculus) to series of noise bands and of notch noises with regular 1/12 octave steps of the band/notch center frequency and width of noise band/notch 1/3 octave, was studied. Neurons with strong inhibitory influence in excitatory response area (inhibitory-dominated) show low impulse activity when noise band exceeded excitatory response area. Spectral contrasts crossing the center of excitatory response area (at CF or nearly CF) were found to be the most efficient stimuli for such neurons. Neuron responses to spectral contrasts derived both from noise band and noise notch were identical. Approaching of inhibitory and excitatory inputs is expected to sharpen the auditory neurons frequency tuning to position of spectral contrasts, similar to neuronal processing in visual system. Neuron selectivity to the direction of spectral contrasts movement was determined in neuron response differences when the noise band or notch shifted from excitatory area to inhibitory areas as compared with shift in the opposite direction. Functional role of contrast mechanism for sound localization on the base spectral cues related to external ear transfer characteristics is discussed.